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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a disturbance observer-based robust backstepping load-following control (DO-
RBLFC) scheme for modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (MHTGRs) in the presence of actuator
saturation and disturbances. Based on reactor kinetics and temperature reactivity feedback, the math-
ematical model of the MHTGR is first established. After that, a DO is constructed to estimate the un-
known compound disturbances including model uncertainties, external disturbances, and unmeasured
states. Besides, the actuator saturation is compensated by employing an auxiliary function in this paper.
With the help of the DO, a robust load-following controller is developed via the backstepping technique
to improve the load-following performance of the MHTGR subject to disturbances. At last, simulation and
comparison results verify that the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme offers higher load-following accuracy,
better disturbances rejection capability, and lower control rod speed than a PID controller, a conventional
backstepping controller, and a disturbance observer-based adaptive sliding mode controller.
© 2021 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Generally, modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactors
(MHTGRs) are developed on the basis of a low-temperature gas-
cooled reactor that uses uranium or plutonium as fuel, graphite as a
moderator, and helium or CO2 as a coolant [1e5]. It has inherent
safety, which reduces the number of reactor auxiliary systems and
effectively reduces costs. As a fourth-generation nuclear reactor,
the MHTGRs have a wide range of application prospects.

For the load-following control problem of the nuclear power
plant with model uncertainties and external disturbances, several
advanced control approaches have been proposed to enhance the
load-following performance, such as optimized and scheduled
proportional integral derivative (PID) control [6,7], fractional order
PID controller [8,9], model predictive control [10,11], fuzzy control
[12,13], adaptive robust control [14e16], practical dynamic matrix
control [17], and slidingmode control [18e22]. The aforementioned
control approaches provide satisfactory power-level control
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by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
performance for the given nuclear reactor when some specific
circumstances are taken into account. To mention a few, Mousa-
kazemi et al. [6] proposed an optimized PID power level controller
for the pressurizedwater reactor. The PID gains were optimized and
scheduled by applying a real-coded genetic algorithm so as to
improve the power-level control performance. Bongulwar and
Patre [9] showed a fractional order PID controller that can enhance
the robust load-following performance of a pressurized heavy
water reactor. Dong et al. [11] developed a multi-layer perception-
based model predictive control scheme for the output power of
nuclear superheated-steam supply systems, and the globally-
bounded closed-loop stability of the developed control scheme
was proved. Hui et al. [12] presented a fuzzy adaptive backstepping
controller for the load following of MHTGRs with consideration of
the power error constraint and output disturbances. Moreover, a
fuzzy logic system was employed to approximate the total distur-
bances that contain unmeasured states and output disturbances.
Nejad and Ansarifar [15] proposed a robust feedback-linearization
control strategy for pressurized water reactors during load-
following operation, which can limit the axial power distribution
in the reactor core. Hui and Yuan [19] proposed a radial basis
function-based adaptive sliding mode controller for the load
following of the nuclear power plant. In this work, an extended
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state observer was designed to estimate the average fuel temper-
ature, the relative density of the delayed neutron precursor, and the
disturbances simultaneously. Surjagade et al. [21] designed a
second-order sliding mode observer to estimate the relative den-
sity of the delayed neutron precursor of a nuclear reactor. Based on
the estimation provided by the observer, a second-order sliding
mode controller that can improve the load-following performance
was proposed in this work.

On the other hand, it is inevitable to consider an actuator
saturation phenomenon due to physical limitations in practice. If
the control input signal produced by the controller exceeds the
physical limitation, the actuator saturation phenomenonwill occur.
This phenomenon has harmful effects on control systems, which
may significantly deteriorate the control performance and even
lead to the system instability [23,24]. In order to handle the actu-
ator saturation problem, some effective approaches have been
proposed in the literature. Zheng and Xie [25] applied an anti-
windup compensator to alleviate the actuator saturation effect for
the path-following control of a stratospheric airship. Li et al. [26]
introduced an emendatory tracking error capable of not only
avoiding actuator saturation problem but also guaranteeing the
stability of the aircraft systems. Huang et al. [27] designed a novel
adaptive control scheme to cope with the global tracking and sta-
bilization control problem of internally dampedmobile robots with
model uncertainties. The designed control scheme was able to
compute the bound of control signal in advance, thereby contrib-
uting to ensuring the control input within the physical limitation
through suitably chosen design parameters. Hosseinzadeh and
Yazdanpanah [28] presented a saturated passivity-based control
scheme to deal with the actuator saturation problem for affine non-
linear systems.

Motivated by the above considerations, this paper proposes a
disturbance observer-based robust backstepping load-following
control (DO-RBLFC) scheme for the MHTGR. The proposed control
scheme provides the following four advantages.

(1) A DO that achieves precise estimation of the unknown time-
varying compound disturbances is constructed.

(2) An auxiliary function is employed to alleviate the presence of
the actuator saturation phenomenon.

(3) With the help of the DO and the auxiliary function, a robust
load-following controller is developed via the backstepping
technique, which can ensure that the overall control system
is uniformly ultimately stable.

(4) The comparison between the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme
and some existing control approaches validates that the
proposed control scheme possesses better load-following
performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The mathematical
model of the MHTGR with consideration of the actuator saturation
and disturbances is established in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
design procedure of the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme. Simulation
and comparison results are presented in Section 4. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 5.
2. Mathematical model of the MHTGR

It is usually considered that the nuclear reactor is modeled by
combining neutronics with thermodynamics to reveal its
3686
complexity. In this section, taking neutron kinetics model and
thermal-hydraulics model as well as disturbances into account, the
mathematical model of the MHTGR can be expressed as follows
[12,29,30]:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

_nr ¼ rr � b

L
nr þ b

L
cr þ aR

L
ðTR � TR0Þnr þ F

_cr ¼ lnr � lcr

_TR ¼ �UP

mR
ðTR � THÞ þ

P0
mR

nr

_TH ¼ UP

mR
ðTR � THÞ �

US

mH
ðTH � TSÞ

_rr ¼ GrZr

P ¼ nrP0

(1)

The parameters of the MHTGR are listed in Table 1. In light of the
physical limitation of the actuator, the actual control rod speed can
be described as follows:

Zr ¼
8<
:

Zr max ; if Zrc > Zr max
Zrc; if Zr min � Zrc � Zr max
Zr min ; if Zrc < Zr min

(2)

where Zr max and Zr min represent the maximum value and the
minimum value of the control rod speed, respectively. Zrc repre-
sents the required control rod speed without considering the
actuator saturation.

In practice, the relative density cr of the delayed neutron pre-
cursor and the temperature TR of the reactor core cannot be
measured directly. To this end, these unknown unmeasured states
cr and TR are treated as disturbances in this paper. Considering
unmeasured states cr and TR as well as disturbances F caused by
model uncertainties and external disturbances, the following
compound disturbances are defined:

D ¼ aRTR
L

nr þ b

L
cr þ F (3)

It is evident that the compound disturbances D is composed of
unmeasured states cr and TR as well as disturbances F.
3. Disturbance observer-based robust backstepping load-
following control scheme design

In this paper, the control object is that the desired power Pd can
be swiftly and accurately followed by the MHTGR system (1) in the
presence of compound disturbances, while avoiding the actuator
saturation phenomenon as far as possible. This section presents the
design procedure of the DO-RBLFC scheme via the recursive
method. More specifically, a DO is first designed to estimate the
time-varying compound disturbances D. By utilizing the output of
the DO, the robust backstepping control starts from the power er-
ror, uses the virtual control, stabilizes the reactivity error between
the control rod reactivity and the desired control rod reactivity
command, and stops when the actual control rod speed is obtained.
The block diagram of the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme is presented
in Fig. 1. Without loss of generality, the following assumptions are
introduced throughout this paper:

Assumption 1. The desired power command Pd is smooth and



Table 1
The parameters of the MHTGR model.

Parameter Description Unit

P Reactor output power level MW
P0 Rated reactor power level MW
nr Relative neutron density e

cr Relative density of delayed neutron precursor e

В Delayed neutron fraction e

L Relative precursor decay constant s�1

L Neutron generation time s
rr Control rod reactivity e

TR Temperature of reactor core �C
TR0 Initial temperature of reactor core �C
aR Reactivity feedback coefficient of TR �C�1

TH Average temperature of helium in the primary loop �C
TS Average temperature of helium in the secondary loop �C
UP Heat transfer coefficient between helium and reactor core MW/�C
US Heat transfer coefficient between primary loop and secondary loop in the steam generator MW/�C
mR Reactor core heat capacity MW.s/�C
mH Helium heat capacity MW.s/�C
Zr Control rod speed m/s
Gr Reactivity worth of control rod m�1

F Disturbances e

D Compound disturbances e

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme.
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bounded, and its first time derivative _Pd is also bounded.

Assumption 2. The disturbances F and their first time derivatives
_F are bounded.

Since the compound disturbances D are unknown and time-
varying, a DO is constructed to estimate their values in this paper.
On the basis of the established MHTGR model (1), the DO is con-
structed as follows:

8<
:

bD ¼ wþ kDP

_w ¼ �kDP0w� kDP0
h
kDP þ rr � b

L
nr � aR

L
TR0nr

i (4)

where bD represent the estimation of the compound disturbances D,
w represents the intermediate variable of the DO, kD is a positive
constant to be determined later.

Define the estimation error of the DO as follows:

eD ¼ D� bD (5)

Differentiating equation (5) with respect to time and
substituting equations (1), (3) and (4) yield
3687
_~D ¼ _D� _̂D

¼ _D� ð _wþ kD _PÞ

¼ _D� ð _wþ kDP0 _nrÞ

¼ _D�
n
_wþ kDP0

hrr � b

L
nr þ b

L
cr þ aR

L
ðTR � TR0Þnr þ F

io

¼ _D�
n
_wþ kDP0

hrr � b

L
nr � aR

L
TR0nr þ D

io
¼ _Dþ kDP0wþ k2DP0P � kDP0D

¼ _D� kDP0 ~D

(6)

To proceed with the design of the DO-RBLFC scheme for the
MHTGR system, the power error between the output power P and
the desired power command Pd is first defined as follows:

ep ¼ P � Pd (7)

Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate:
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V1¼
1
2
e2p þ

1
2
eD2 (8)

Differentiating the Lyapunov function (8) with respect to time
and substituting equations (1) and (6), one has

_V1 ¼ep _epþeD _eD
¼epð _P� _PdÞþeDð _D�kDP0eDÞ
¼ep

n
P0

hrr�b

L
nrþb

L
crþaR

L
ðTR�TR0ÞnrþF

i
� _Pd

o
þeD _D�kDP0eD2

¼ep
h
P0

�rr�b

L
nr�aR

L
TR0nrþD

�
� _Pd

i
þeD _D�kDP0eD2

(9)

In terms of the backstepping technique [31], the control rod
reactivity rr is considered as virtual control in this paper. Making
use of the estimation gained from the DO, the desired control rod
reactivity rrd is designed as follows:

rrd ¼ aRTR0 þ b�LbD
nr

þLð _Pd � kpepÞ
P0nr

(10)
_V2¼ _V1 þ er _er þ dZ
_dZ

¼ P0epeD� kpe2p þ eD _D� kDP0eD2 þ erð _rr � _rrdÞ � kz1d
2
Z � jGrer△Zrj � 0:5k2z2△Z2r þ kz2△ZrdZ

¼ P0epeD� kpe2p þ eD _D� kDP0eD2 þ erðGrZr � _rrdÞ � kz1d
2
Z � jGrer△Zrj � 0:5k2z2△Z2r þ kz2△ZrdZ

¼ P0epeD� kpe2p þ eD _D� kDP0eD2 þ er½GrðZrc þ△ZrÞ � _rrd�
�kz1d

2
Z � jGrer△Zrj � 0:5k2z2△Z2r þ kz2△ZrdZ

¼ P0epeD� kpe2p þ eD _D� kDP0eD2 � kre2r þ kderdZ

�kz1d
2
Z þ Grer△Zr � jGrer△Zrj � 0:5k2z2△Z2r þ kz2△ZrdZ

(17)

Table 2
Parameter values of the MHTGR model [12,34].

Parameter Value Unit

P0 250 MW
b 0.0055 e

l 0.0796 s�1

L 0.0011 s
UP 14.35 MW/�C
US 27.35 MW/�C
mR 0.0953 MW.s/�C
mH 0.0011 MW.s/�C
aR �4.45 � 10�5 �C�1

Gr 0.002 m�1
where kp is a positive constant to be determined later. Define the
reactivity error er between the actual control rod reactivity and the
desired control rod reactivity as follows:

er ¼ rr � rrd (11)

Substituting equations (10) and (11) into equation (9) yields

_V1 ¼ ep
h
P0

�rr�b

L
nr�aR

L
TR0nrþD

�
� _Pd

i
þeD _D�kDP0eD2

¼ ep
h
P0

�rrdþer�b

L
nr�aR

L
TR0nrþD

�
� _Pd

i
þeD _D�kDP0eD2

¼ P0epeD�kpe2pþeD _D�kDP0eD2

(12)

In what follows, the actuator saturation problem is discussed in
detail. In order to deal with the adverse effect of the actuator
saturation (2), while at the same time ensuring the stability of the
whole control system, the following auxiliary function is
introduced:
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_dZ ¼ �kz1dZ �
jGrer△Zr j þ 0:5k2z2△Z2r

dZ
þ kz2△Zr (13)

where kz1 and kz2 are positive constants to be determined later.△Zr
is defined as follows:

△Zr ¼ Zr � Zrc (14)

To stabilize the control rod reactivity error er, the required
control rod speed is designed as follows:

Zrc ¼
_rrd � krer

Gr
þ kddZ

Gr
(15)

where kr and kd are positive constants to be determined later.
Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate:

V2 ¼ V1 þ
1
2
e2r þ

1
2
d2Z (16)

Differentiating the Lyapunov function (16) with respect to time
and substituting equations (12)-(15), one obtains
By utilizing Young's inequality, one has

epeD � 1
2
e2p þ

1
2
eD2

(18)



Fig. 2. : The change of the desired output power Pd in the MHTGR.

Fig. 3. The output power of the MHTGR system under the DO-RBLFC scheme, the PID
controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-ASMC.

Fig. 4. The power error of the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme.

Fig. 5. The power error of the PID controller.
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eD _D � 1
2
eD2 þ 1

2
_D
2 � 1

2
eD2 þ 1

2
D̄
2

(19)

erdZ � 1
2
e2r þ

1
2
d2Z (20)

kz2△ZrdZ � 1
2
k2z2△Z2r þ

1
2
d2Z (21)

where D
̄
represents the unknown upper bound of _D. Substituting

inequality (18e21) into (17) yields

_V2�
�
P0
2

� kp

�
e2p þ

�
kd
2
� kr

�
e2r þ

�
1þ P0

2
� kDP0

�eD2

þ
�
kd þ kz2

2
� kz1

�
d2Z þ Grer△Zr � jGrer△Zrj þ 1

2
D ̄2

�
�
P0
2

� kp

�
e2p þ

�
kd
2
� kr

�
e2r þ

�
1þ P0

2
� kDP0

�eD2

þ
�
kd þ kz2

2
� kz1

�
d2Z þ

1
2
D̄
2

(22)

It can be clearly seen from inequality (22) that _V2 � 0 can be
guaranteed if and only if parameters kp, kr, kD, kd, kz1, and kz2 are
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suitably chosen and satisfy8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

kd >0

kz2>0

kp� P0
2

kr� kd
2

kD�
1þ P0
2P0

kz1�
kd þ kz2

2

(23)

Assuming that condition (23) is satisfied, then the inequality
(22) can be rewritten as follows:

_V2 �
�
P0
2

� kp

�
e2p þ

�
kd
2
� kr

�
e2r þ

�
1þ P0

2
� kDP0

�eD2

þ
�
kd þ kz2

2
� kz1

�
d2Z þ

1
2
D̄2

� �2QV2 þ X

(24)

where

Q¼min
��

kp�P0
2

�
;

�
kr�kd

2

�
;

�
kDP0�

1þP0
2

�
;

�
kz1�

kdþkz2
2

��
(25)

X ¼ 1
2
D̄
2

(26)

Solving inequality (24) yields

0 � V2 � G ¼
�
V2ð0Þ �

X
2Q

�
e�Qt þ X

2Q
(27)

As a result, it can be concluded from equation (27) that V2 is

uniformly ultimately bounded, which implies that ep, er, eD, and dZ
are uniformly ultimately bounded. Therefore, the uniformly ulti-
mately bounded stability of the overall load-following control
system can be guaranteed.
4. Simulation results

In this section, simulations are conducted to illustrate the
effectiveness of the DO-RBLFC scheme and the estimation perfor-
mance of the DO for the MHTGR system. The simulation studies are
performed in MATLAB/Simulink software, and the parameter
values of the establishedMHTGRmodel are presented in Table 2. As
shown in Fig. 2, the desired power Pd changes from 100%P0 / 40%



Fig. 9. The control rod speed of the PID controller.
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P0 / 100%P0. In addition, comparisons on the load-following
control performance are made between the proposed DO-RBLFC
scheme, the PID controller, the conventional backstepping
controller [32], and the disturbance observer-based adaptive
sliding mode controller (DO-ASMC) [33]. By referring to Ref. [22],
the gains of the PID controller are set as: kP ¼ 0.3, kI ¼ 0.005, and
kD ¼ 0.01.

According to condition (23), the parameters of the proposed DO-
RBLFC scheme are chosen as: kd ¼ 3, kz1 ¼ 50, kz2 ¼ 8, kp ¼ 800,
kr ¼ 120, kD ¼ 5, Zr max ¼ 0.03 m/s, Zr min ¼ �0.03 m/s. Besides, the
disturbances F are set as

F ¼ 0:025sinð0:1tÞ þ 0:01cos
�
0:3t þ p

3

�
(28)

The simulation results are shown in Figs. 3e16. Fig. 3 illustrates
the output power of the MHTGR system under the DO-RBLFC
scheme, the PID controller, the conventional backstepping
controller, and the DO-ASMC. Figs. 4e7 illustrate the power error
between the desired power and the actual output power of the
MHTGR system under the DO-RBLFC scheme, the PID controller, the
conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-ASMC. From
these five figures, it can be seen that the proposed DO-RBLFC
scheme provides the most precise load-following performance for
the MHTGR under the influence of the compound disturbances
Fig. 6. The power error of the conventional backstepping controller.

Fig. 7. The power error of the DO-ASMC.

Fig. 8. The control rod speed of the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme.
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compared with the PID controller, the conventional backstepping
controller, and the DO-ASMC. More specifically, the power error of
the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme is within a �0.00004 MW to
0.00004 MW range. In contrast, the power errors of the PID
controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-
ASMC are within ±0.3 MW, ± 1.25 MW, and ±0.00015 MW,
respectively. Owing to the accurate estimation of the compound
disturbances via the DO, it is evident that both the proposed DO-
RBLFC scheme and the DO-ASMC provide better control accuracy
in comparison with the PID controller and the conventional back-
stepping controller. Figs. 8e11, respectively, display the control rod
Fig. 10. The control rod speed of the conventional backstepping controller.

Fig. 11. The control rod speed of the DO-ASMC.

Fig. 12. The changes of the control rod reactivity rr in the MHTGR system under the
DO-RBLFC scheme, the PID controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and
the DO-ASMC.



Fig. 13. The changes of the temperature TR in the MHTGR system under the DO-RBLFC
scheme, the PID controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-
ASMC.

Fig. 14. The changes of the temperature TH in the MHTGR system under the DO-RBLFC
scheme, the PID controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-
ASMC.

Fig. 15. The estimation of compound disturbances D by using the DO.

Fig. 16. The estimation error of compound disturbances D by using the DO.

Fig. 17. The white noise F.

Fig. 18. The output power of the MHTGR system under the DO-RBLFC scheme, the PID
controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-ASMC.

Fig. 19. The power error of the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme.

Fig. 20. The power error of the PID controller.
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speed for proposed DO-RBLFC scheme, the PID controller, the
conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-ASMC. Owing to
the application of the auxiliary function in this paper, it is clearly
observed from Fig. 7 that the actuator saturation phenomenon can
be avoided for the proposed control scheme, while there is an
obvious actuator saturation phenomenon for the conventional
backstepping controller and the DO-ASMC. Precisely, the maximum
control rod speed of the conventional backstepping controller and
the DO-ASMC reach up to 0.1 m/s and 3.6 m/s, respectively. Such
extremely high control rod speed cannot be realized in practice,
3691
which means that the corresponding load-following control per-
formance may not be physically realized. Besides, we can see from
Fig. 11 that there exists a chattering phenomenon of the DO-ASMC,
which has harmful effects on the actuators. Based on the previous
analysis, it can be concluded that the proposed control scheme is
more suitable for practical applications compared with PID
controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-
ASMC. Figs. 12e14, respectively, present the changes of the con-
trol rod reactivity rr, the temperature TR, and the temperature TH in
theMHTGR system under the DO-RBLFC scheme, the PID controller,
the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-ASMC.

The estimation performance of the designed DO is shown in
Figs. 15 and 16, revealing that the designed DO can achieve accurate



Fig. 21. The power error of the conventional backstepping controller.

Fig. 22. The power error of the DO-ASMC.
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estimation of the compound disturbances D with the use of mea-
surements, and the corresponding estimation error is within
a �0.00003 to 0.00003 range. It should be pointed out that DO has
been recognized as an effective tool to estimate the time-varying
compound disturbance for nonlinear systems. Similar to
Ref. [35e38], various intelligent control approaches have been
proposed with the aid of the DO in recent years.

To further evaluate the robustness of the proposed DO-RBLFC
scheme, the disturbances F are replaced by white noise, as shown
in Fig. 17. The corresponding simulation results are presented in
Figs. 18e22. It is evident that the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme
provides the minimum power-level control error for the MHTGR
under the influence of white noise compared with the PID
controller, the conventional backstepping controller, and the DO-
ASMC. The maximum absolute power error is less than 0.25 MW
with the proposed DO-RBLFC, 75 MW with the PID controller,
8 MW with the conventional backstepping controller, and 7 MW
with the DO-ASMC, which further demonstrates the disturbance
rejection capability of the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme in this
paper.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the load-following control problem of the MHTGR
with the actuator saturation and disturbances is addressed by the
proposed DO-RBLFC scheme. In the proposed control scheme
framework, a DO is constructed to accurately estimate the un-
known compound disturbances which are composed of model
uncertainties, external disturbances, and unmeasured states. Be-
sides, to cope with the actuator saturation phenomenon, an
auxiliary function is introduced in this paper. Combining the
backstepping technique with the DO and the auxiliary function, a
robust backstepping control scheme is developed to render that the
overall load-following control system is uniformly ultimately
bounded stable. Finally, simulation and comparison results
demonstrate that more satisfactory control performance is ach-
ieved by the proposed DO-RBLFC scheme than the PID controller
and the conventional backstepping controller as well as the DO-
ASMC. In future works, we shall investigate the load-following
3692
controller of the MHTGR in the presence of the power error
constraint and the actuator saturation constraint.
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